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20: Sausage, egg and cheese burrito was held overnight and temperature is not 
reaching 41 degrees or below. 
22: Establishment has written procedures to when food was cooked, but does 
not have label on food for what time food was taken out of temperature control 
and the 4 hours its supposed to be discarded. 
31: Person in charge stated the eggs that was cooked today was placed on rack 
to cool once it’s finished cooking. She sat them on rack for about 10 minutes 
then placed them in metal pan and put in refrigerator. 
34: No thermometer was in drink cooler once inspection started. 
37: Rolled up Open bag of yeast and donut mix . Please place in container with 
lid. Bagis not properly sealed 
41: Scoop stored in bag of yeast with handle touching food. Please make sure 
handle is not touching food. 
51: Toilet in restroom is dirty. Please clean. 
52: Dumpster lid is missing. Dumpster is not properly closed.
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18: Establishment was cooling eggs during routine inspection. Eggs were 60 degrees F. Person in charge stated eggs 
finished cooking at 7:30 am. 
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See last page for additional comments.
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Source Type: Food Source: Sysco,texas bakery, bake mart, 
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Burittos were discarded. 

Sausage patty and cooked bacon have been sitting in the oven for an hour with the heat turn off (according to 
person in charge ). Sausage patty temperature was 89 degrees F. I told person in charge to take out oven an 
place in refrigerator since its only been 1 hour since food finished cooking. 

I asked person in charge how do she wash her dishes using the 3 compartment sink. She demonstrated how 
she wash and rinse her dishes. I asked  "when do you use your bleach"? She said onlywhen something has oil 
on it. I informed her that she must use bleach each and every time she wash her dishes. Intold her to follow the 
wash,rinse and sanitize labels on her sink. 

Cooling Method: cooling starts when food reaches 135 degrees F. On e food reaches 135 degrees F, you have 2 
hoursto get foodto 70 degrees F. Once food reaches 70 degrees F, you have 4 hours for food to reach 41 
degrees or below. 

I will email Person in charge the cooling fact sheet. 

I spoke with owner of building about replacing the dumpster. He stated that he called two months ago and follow 
up with them once a week after that . They told hi, that they can not replace the lid but they can replace the 
dumpster and to give them time to come out and replace dumpster.

Additional Comments


